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…because reading is one of 
the most intriguing, 
most amazing 
accomplishments
of the human brain.

key skill

…one of the most
complex skills;  

almost all cognitive functions
are mobilized.

Why Reading?
cultural achievement
teach it > learn it
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key skill

…one of the most
complex skills;  

almost all cognitive functions
are mobilized.

Why do some children have problems in learning to read?

dyslexia
cultural achievement
teach it > learn it

…because reading is one of 
the most intriguing, 
most amazing 
accomplishments
of the human brain.



Reading as a Functional Coordination: A Framework 

Lachmann, 2002
Figure from Lachmann & van Leeuwen, 2014

Reading
secondary process
skill acquisition
procedural learning

Recruiting



Reading as a Functional Coordination: A Framework 

auditory domain / language processing
visual domain
attention, memory, motor control, …
> top down : bottom up

-predominant processing strategies are suppressed
-strategies optimal for reading are implemented 
into a cognitive procedure to become a skill

New synthesis of preexisting functions

cross-modal representation of letters and words

procedure        optimal for reading
becomes automatized

Lachmann, 2002
Figure from Lachmann & van Leeuwen, 2014

structural and functional changes in the brain

temporal fine-tuning

Recruiting
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cause >< effect Huettig, Lachmann et al., 2017
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Reading as a Functional Coordination: A Framework 

auditory domain / language processing
visual domain
attention, memory, motor control, …
> top down : bottom up

auditory domain / language

Lachmann, 2002
Figure from Lachmann & van Leeuwen, 2014

Recruiting

- low level auditory temporal processing deficits

phoneme perception
phonological awareness
phonological short-term memory

underspecification
suboptimal access 

perception of acoustic elements characterized by 
rapid transitions/short durations -as speech signal-

> disruption of normal development of

phonological representations (essential)
Most studies: 
phonological processing



visual domain
holistic & analytic processing strategies
object recognition: holistic dominant > fast

* view point independent, context dependent,
* whole-part, Gestalt (symmetry), etc.

- also 2D printed objects
- printed text: we need both analytic and holistic
- Literacy Development: 

dominance of holistic strategies must be suppressed

Frith: 
- logographic: holistic; salient graphic object features
- alphabetic: analytic; grapheme-phoneme-conversion
- orthographic: cross-modal-holistic, word recognition

Reading as a Functional Coordination: A Framework 

auditory domain / language processing
visual domain
attention, memory, motor control, …
> top down : bottom up

Dual Routes of skilled reading

Recruiting
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after automatization:
 letters and non-letters are processed differently
 now, hard to apply object recognition strategies

to letter processing: Is it even still possible?
Do we lose strategies?

Experim.: children, dyslexics, skilled readers, illiterates
Analytic Processing Preference for Letters Effect (Apple)

- Orientation – mental rotation
(e.g., Rusiak, 2007, Perception; Lachmann, 2009; Perception)

- Gestalt – symmetry 
(Lachmann, 2007; Developmental Neuropsychology)

- Context dependency 
(Lachmann, 2008; Acta Psychologica; 2007, Cognitive Processing)

- Whole-Part
e.g. Lachmann et al., 2014, Frontiers; 2017, Acta Psych)

Reading as a Functional Coordination: A Framework 

versus Letter ProcessingObject

Recruiting

recycle



Are letters special? 

1. Whole-Part: letters versus non-letters Classical finding:
1) global faster than local
2) congruence effect for local instruction only

Global Precedence Effect / Navon Effect
> holistic

What, if reading-like condition:
> central vision 
> without positional uncertainty
> visual angles for letters and words

Will automatized cross-modal analytic strategy 
be applied for letters but not for non-letters?Compound figures

Lachmann et al., 2014, Front. Psy.; Schmitt et al., rev., Acta Psych.



Are letters special? 

If presentation conditions elicit the processing strategies automatized for reading, 
an analytic strategy for letters in contrast to a holistic strategy for non-letters is applied.

> Learning to read leads to special processing strategies for letters, which are habitually 
funneled into an abstract letter code – a representation for cross-modal usage. 

holistic strategy analytic strategy
Compound figures

Lachmann et al., 2014, Front. Psy.; Schmitt et al., rev., Acta Psych.

1. Whole-Part: letters versus non-letters

APPLE



Are letters special? 

2. Context: letters versus non-letters flanker effects

Non-letters: positive congruence effect > holistic processing

Letters: negative congruence effect > active suppression of surroundings  
(more effort to suppress congruent than incongruent contexts)

> analytic, faster (normally slower) because automatized for reading

Perception & Psychophy, 2004; Acta Psych. 2008a, 2008b; Cogn
Neuropsy, 2008; 2010; Front Psych, 2012

Do we lose the ability to process letters holistically?



alphabetic strategy -
automatized
analytic processing

object strategy
pre-dominant holististic
processing

Are letters special? 

2. Context: letters versus non-letters flanker effects

salient graphic object features

Perception & Psychophy, 2004; Acta Psych. 2008a, 2008b; Cogn
Neuropsy, 2008; 2010; Front Psych, 2012



Are letters special? 

2. Context: letters versus non-letters flanker effects

Illiterates and Dyslexics
 Literacy
 or general cognitive development?

Perception & Psychophy, 2004; Acta Psych. 2008a, 2008b; Cogn
Neuropsy, 2008; 2010; Front Psych, 2012



Are letters special? 

2. Context: letters versus non-letters flanker effects

Illiterates & 

young school children do not
show APPLE distinction between
letters and non-letters (all as non-
letters: Lachmann et al., 2012; 
Fernades et al., Dev. Sci., 2014)

Dyslexics: no APPLE and
different pattern of processing
(Lachmann et al. 2008b; 
Fernades,…2014).

Illiterates and Dyslexics
 Literacy
 or general cognitive development?

Perception & Psychophy, 2004; Acta Psych. 2008a, 2008b; Cogn
Neuropsy, 2008; 2010; Front Psych, 2012



Are letters special? 

2. Context: letters versus non-letters flanker effects

- APPLE letter-shape processing dissociation depends on presentation mode and task

- holistic processing strategy for letters is still available 

- analytic (alphabetic) strategy is applied if beneficial, if required, if we want?

- or is it elicited automatically and must be suppressed if holistic is better?

> can analytic letter processing lead to disadvantages in some cases?  

Perception & Psychophy, 2004; Acta Psych. 2008a, 2008b; Cogn
Neuropsy, 2008; 2010; Front Psych, 2012



Are letters special? 

3. Goodness > symmetry: letters versus non-letters

Lachmann et al., Developmental Neuropsych., 2007

Paradoxical effect: 
automatized analytic 
letter processing  
leads to suppression of 
Symmetry Generalization 
for letters (APPLE)
and thus, for this task 
(orientation independence)

to an overall disadvantage

matching task 
categorical instruction

Symmetry Generalization
(Lachmann, 2002; Carmo et al. 2017!)
Suppression for Graphemes

Dev. dyslexics Grade 3 >< age-control

same

same

different

different

same

different



Are letters special? 

4. View point dependence: letters versus non-letters 
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Dyslexics - Letters

Controls - Letters

Dyslexics - Abstract Figures

Controls - Abstract Figures

Rusiak, 2007, Perception; Lachmann, 2009 Perception

Mental Rotation Task
 both normal?
 both mirrored?
 independent from rotation
 linear effect angle difference

intercept, not slope
 Group difference for letters
 Controls: letters – shape
 Dyslexics: letters = shape

dyslexics Grade 3 >< age-control

APPLE
no APPLE

Decision „normal“ vs. „mirrored“ 
is slowed down, due to
view-point independent 
representation of letters in
dyslexics: holistic strategy

Good old “reversals”?



Reading

- pre-existing functions are recruited, modified and coordinated

- in the visual domain > analytic processing in the alphabetic phase

- reading specific set of fine-tuned processing strategies is automatized

- cross-modal representation of letters and words

- habitually activated for reading

- or to tasks where letter-specific processing is required or automatically elicited

- in these situations information processing is fast for analytic letter processing

- but we don’t lose or recycle skills, it’s rather, a new synthesis of pre-existing functions 

- suboptimal functional coordination and its subsequent automatization may lead to 
reading problems / dyslexia

- But wait! Dyslexia is multi-causal!

- training: go back to the modification > coordination stage.       

Discussion: What is special, and when? 



Lachmann, 2002
Figure from Lachmann & van Leeuwen, 2014

Recruiting

1. as early as possible

2. not simply „more of the same“
> reorganizing coordination from beginning

3. no isolated training of basic function(s)
> integrating into the procedure

4. not only one single function for all
> individualized, adaptive

Intervention:

Consequences

short cut



identification
discrimination
of phonemes

phonological
awareness

phoneme-
grapheme-
association

rapid word reading
spelling

alphabetic processing orthographic processing
phoneme grapheme

Intervention:

Adaptive computer-based training LAUTARIUM
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building blocks representing
phonemes and graphemes
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control

special dyslexia class

Pre

Lautarium

5 x 20 min per week

Post 

1

Post

2
2 month

Intervention:

Adaptive computer-based training LAUTARIUM
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Recruiting

Adaptive computer-based training LAUTARIUM

Pre






